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PRACTICE AREAS
MS. FENG FOCUSES ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION,
PARTICULARLY
COMMERCIAL
LITIGATION
AND
ARBITRATION, FINANCE, ANTI‐UNFAIR COMPETITION
LAW AND ENTERTAINMENT LAW. HER MAIN PRACTICE
AREAS ALSO INCLUDE GOVERNMENT ENFORCEMENT
AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE.

REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES
Commercial Dispute Resolution
Represented a leading US-based energy commodity trading company in its
complicated CNY 300 million lawsuit against bitumen storage companies
Represented the PRC affiliate of a leading supply chain group in its litigation
with a German retail and wholesale company over disputes arising from a
sales contract
Represented the PRC cooperative partners of a renowned German
automobile brand in its arbitration and litigation over disputes arising from
automobile sales contracts and provided legal services for its general
corporate business, including contract review and legal compliance training
Represented the PRC affiliate of a famous Italian automobile manufacturer in
its arbitration with its supplier in a dispute arising from a service contract
Represented the PRC affiliate of a famous US-based automobile parts
supplier in its arbitration with its supplier in a dispute arising from a service
contract
Represented a renowned Canada-based circus company in its litigation with
a domestic culture company in a dispute arising from a performance contract
Represented a famous French-based skin care company in its arbitration
with its distributor in a dispute arising from a distribution agreement
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Represented the PRC cooperative partners of a famous Italian men’s wear
company in its litigation over warehouse leasing, store cooperation and debt
collection matters
Represented an energy technology company in its litigation with an electric
company over disputes arising from a sales contract
Advised a famous Dutch fashion brand in the civil enforcement proceedings
for a housing-lease contract
Advised a Korean-American investor on the investor's real estate and other
investments in China and represented the investor in relevant real estate
litigation
Financing Law
Represented a f am ous investment f u n d management com pany i n its
litigation over a dispute arising from a series of equity investment contracts
Advised a well-known joint venture Securities Company on its compliance
management of its EB business
Advised a state-owned bank’s Hong Kong affiliate in its litigation regarding an
overseas bond over a dispute arising from bond contracts
Anti-Unfair Competition Law & Entertainment Law
Represented a world-renowned sports agency in its litigation with a world
champion athlete over an agency contract dispute
Represented a famous sports and entertainment company in its arbitration
against a video website over a dispute arising from the license for internet
broadcasting of international sports games
Represented a famous sports marketing company in its litigation with a
leading internet media company over an unfair competition claim
Represented a famous domestic architectural design company in litigation
with a comprehensive design institute over unfair competition and copyright
claims
Advised a world-renowned music company on its marketing projects in
China, which include artist training, performance and MCN services
Advised a famous domestic culture and media company on its introduction of
a well-known Japanese writer’s work into China for movie and television
production projects
Government Enforcement & Regulatory Compliance
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Advised the PRC affiliate of a leading global financial institution on the
supervision and inspection initiated by the China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) on its securities transactions utilizing program trading
and multiple AMPs, and represented the client in the administrative hearing
proceedings for the administrative penalties proposed by the CSRC
Advised a well-known Danish Coating Company on its internal investigation
into misappropriation by its ex-employee and successfully represented the
company in reporting the case to the local police
Advised a domestic hospital on its investigation into criminal violations of its
cross-provincial intellectual property rights
Advised a leading pharmaceutical company in its various internal
anticorruption investigations, including both potential FCPA and Chinese
commercial bribery laws violations, and other internal investigations
Advised a multinational automobile company in handling the antitrust
investigation by the Chinese antitrust enforcement agency
Advised a multinational automotive finance company in handling the
investigation into its loan transactions by the China Banking Regulatory
Commission
Advised a famous US multinational manufacturing company in its compliance
investigation into employees of its China subsidiaries, and represented the
company in arbitration and litigation arising from employment terminations
Advised a renowned global biopharmaceutical company in its compliance
investigation into employees of its China subsidiaries in their supplier
dealings
Liquidation, Bankruptcy and Debt Restructuring
Advised a famous infant and children's product group on its debt
restructuring of its domestic affiliates
Advised a famous Denmark-based listed company on the liquidation of its
PRC subsidiary
Advised a world-leading investment firm on the liquidation of its PRC limited
partnership
Advised a domestic commercial bank on its participation in US Chapter 11
proceedings for the restructuring of an individual debtor

OTHER INFORMATION
Education
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University of Wisconsin-Madison, LL.M
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, LL.M
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, LL.B

Professional Qualification
Admitted to practice in the PRC

Work Language
Chinese Mandarin
English

Professional Background
Ms. Feng joined the Shanghai office of Fangda Partners in 2013.
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